I paid…300 sesterces, and in my own name gave them 400 each from the booty of war…I gave three gladiatorial games in my own name…I produced a naval battle as a show for the people." 11 For the Augustan regime, support of the people was of fundamental importance; they had little interest in the chaotic oligarchic rule of the late Republic, which Augustus had shattered, and were particularly receptive to Augustan propaganda. Put simply, Augustus realized that "even assuming the upper classes at Rome…. did not take [Augustan propaganda] seriously…the mass of citizens…. unconcerned with the details of constitutional law…. looked to the [Princeps] to solve their…problems…. and to secure…law and order." 12 The people thus constituted the base of Augustus power. However, only the promise of peace and conquest could win their loyalty.
The late Roman Republic was a time of violence and political chaos: first the social violence of the Gracchi, the civil wars of Marius and Sulla and Caesar and Pompey, and finally the ultimate victory of Octavian against Antony. Augustus was aware that Romans were tired of constant civil war and political upheaval. He would use this to his advantage, creating an imperial executive based on peace, security and military conquest. This ideological basis is evident in the 13 Res Gestae as Augustus claimed to have driven "into exile the murderers of [his] father…undertook many civil and foreign wars by land and sea throughout the world…added Egypt to the Empire…recovered Spain and Gaul…made the seas peaceful… [and] extinguished civil wars." 15 While this list of accomplishments is certainly hyperbole, the emphasis on conquest as a tool for peace is nonetheless telling. Augustus had to portray himself as a bringer of peace and stability while also detailing his success as a military leader and conqueror to demonstrate the Augustan regime's ability to secure the state and its territory. For Augustus, his ability to secure both success in war and a lasting peace, was essential to the development of his personal jurisdiction over the entire Roman state. That said, while populist rhetoric and 'pacification through victories' was the basis of Augustan power, it required co-opting and reforming the old Republican regime.
Augustus accomplished this in many ways. On the most obvious and superficial level, he did not abandon republican political and religious titles and institutions. For example, Augustus held the consulship thirteen times and was also the chief Republican religious official, the Pontifex Maximus. However, Augustus did not fashion himself simply as an accomplished magistrate of the Republic. Instead, he depicted himself as a restorer and savior of the Roman propaganda though not create it," citing the fact that "some of Augustus' major programs, such as legislation on morals and marriage, found no expression in his coinage." 19 While Galinsky's analysis appears to be largely true when applied to specific reform programs of the Augustan regime, he fails to address the macro-rhetorical value that the coinage presented: "that the organization of the coinage and the details of the messages to be transmitted…were decided by the emperor himself appears self-evident when we consider the parallelism with the particulars Augustus underlined in the Res Gestae." 20 For example, this Aureus of Octavian from 28 BCE, a
year before the senate bestowed the title Augustus, celebrates that "[Octavian] restored the laws and rights of the Roman people," 21 using very similar rhetoric to the Res Gestae.
to the senate, the power of the magistrates was reduced to its former limits… [and] Emperors that did succeed in expanding their power did so in much subtler ways that remained, largely, tied to the infrastructure established by the Augustus.
For most Emperors the key to claiming greater powers was to tie themselves with the Augustan tradition and to respect the senate. Emperor Claudius addressed the senate with profound respect, even asserting in deliberations "If these proposals meet with your approval, say it so at once…if, however, you disapprove find another solution…you must state your own view…it is altogether unbecoming to the majesty of this body to have one man alone and by misleading him. Although Helvidius Priscus was the only who greeted him on his return from Syria by his private name of Vespasian and moreover in his praetorship left the emperor unhonored and unmentioned in all his edicts, he did not show anger until, by the extravagance of his railing, Helvidius had all but degraded him. But even in his case, though he did banish him and later order his death, he was most anxious for any means of saving him, and sent messengers to recall those who were to slay him; and he would have saved him but for a false report that Helvidius had already been done to death. Certainly he never took pleasure in the death of anyone, but even wept and sighed over those who suffered merited punishment." 42
In this account, Suetonius portrayed Vespasian as having absolute power but being very hesitant to use it because he sees himself as first citizen rather than dominus. This was the ideal perception for an Emperor according to the Augustan regime. It was this image of the Princeps, not that of Caligula and Domitian, that allowed the Emperor to claim greater powers as seen in Similar to what Augustus had done nearly two millennia earlier; Napoleon was committed to keeping the illusion of the French Republic alive. Like Augustus's Res Gestae, this is found in the rhetoric that Napoleon himself uses. For example, upon proclaiming himself First Consul, effectively sole master of the French state, Napoleon was reported to have said, "the Revolution is over…Frenchman! …A constitution is presented to you… [this] constitution is founded on the true principles of representative government, on the sacred rights of property, equality, and liberty….Citizens, the Revolution is established upon the principles which began it: it is ended." 50 Napoleon was ending any semblance of a functional French Republic just as he proclaimed that very same Republic restored. Napoleon, like Augustus, understood that 50 Susan P. Conner, The Age of Napoleon (Westport: Greenwood Press, 2004), 29.
